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Summary  
This research brief explores how failure is viewed by maker educators both in formal and 
informal programs, & how they respond to youth who ‘fail’ in the context of making activities. In 
doing so, shared practices among educators emerge that can be used as a list of strategies to 
improve learning and positive outcomes for youth when failure is encountered. 
 
Background 
The data for this project comes from researchers who observed moments of failure that 
occurred during making activities and educators’ and youth’s responses to them. As part of this 
work, the researchers used surveys with open-ended questions such as “In what ways do you 
see failure happening in your maker programming?” and "What is your typical response to a 
student when s/he states, ‘I need help’?” Researchers found that participant responses could be 
categorized into four groups: ask youth questions, suggest youth seek advice from peers, 
suggest youth do research, and troubleshoot together. 
 
Research Design  
For this study, 107 maker educators (81% caucasian, 4% black, 4% asian, 3% hispanic) 
participated from across 32 states. These individuals reported offering making-related programs 
such as makerspace, STEM, STEAM, or other engineering or tinkering clubs for an average of 
5.5 years. The researchers estimated that two-thirds of the participants were informal educators, 
while one third were formal educators. Sixty-two percent of the educators were female. 
Participants were solicited from different networks where maker educators communicate, such 
as The Connectory.org and MakerEd.org.  
 
Finding 1  
Maker educators view failure in two general ways. When asked What two terms or phrases 
come to mind when you hear the word failure?, educators described failure first as a learning 
opportunity, and then as part of the design and iteration process. Failure was most commonly 
reported during prototyping (26%) as well as when youth simply lacked the skills, knowledge, 
materials, or time to proceed (10%). Having to showcase their products publicly also triggered 
dramatic responses to failure in youth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Maker educator responses when asked how frequently youth in their programs actively participated in or 
demonstrated 21st Century skills. 

 
 
Finding 2 
When youth experience failure in some way (get stuck, say ‘I need help’, etc.), most educators 
indicated that they ask probing questions to gain insight into the nature of the problem so as to 
better ‘troubleshoot’ with youth, or celebrated the failure as a learning opportunity and have the 
youth try again, thereby reinforcing persistence. These courses of action increase collaboration 
and self-confidence among youth, and lesson dependence on facilitators.  
 
So what?  
Failure is essential to learning, especially learning how to problem solve. If youth are expected 
to tinker and learn from failure, then they need tools or strategies for troubleshooting when they 
get stuck. Educators can and should intentionally plan for failure and explicitly teach strategies 
that equip students to become independent thinkers. Strategies educators can use while making 
with youth: 
 

● Set up classroom norms for failure within the iteration process 
○ Explain how iteration is an integral part of making and that innovation is a cyclical 

process. 
○ Have youth use engineering/STEM journals to document the evolution of 

prototypes to products. 



● Make and display a list of troubleshooting strategies before making or other learning 
activities begin: 

○ Seek help from peers (e.g. “Ask three before me”). 
○ Seek help from outside resources, such as the internet. 

● Model troubleshooting techniques 
○ As a facilitator, be willing to fail in front of kids and learn with them. 
○ Share anecdotes of past problems and how they have been resolved. 

● Minimize constraints as much as possible 
○ Include time for multiple prototypes within product deadlines. 
○ Give youth choice when it comes to tasks and public performances or 

presentations. 
● Resist the urge to step in and directly fix the problem 

○ Ask questions to guide youth to find their own solutions. 
○ Use documented designs (in student engineering/STEM journals) as discussion 

points or for clarification. 
○ Balance exploration time and structured time as much as possible. 
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